NE Delhi picks up pieces

Under no less boss SN Shivastava, cops regaining public confidence in policing

Indian mkts lose ₹5L cr in China virus bloodbath

Sensex tanks 1,448 points, Nifty 431

NARIN SPERRY | NEW DELHI

From the haunted city of San Francisco to the iconic Valley, and from Silicon Valley to the sublime South Asia, the virus has run to every corner of the globe. The challenges include its impact on businesses, industries, and the global economy. In this scenario, the Indian economy is also reeling from the impact of the virus. The markets crashed on Friday, with Sensex plunging 431.55 points to 34,607.83, and Nifty 90.80 points to 11,020.85. The Sensex had fallen 3,152 points or 8.17% in the last two hours of trading. India's benchmark index was down 6.97%.

It is a part of our efforts to help farmers, agriculture minister Narendra Singh Tomar said he is eagerly looking for programmes that would focus on empowering small and marginal farmers, farmer welfare and more, “he said.

Kapil Sibal, member of the Opposition Party, said he is eagerly looking for a programme that would focus on empowering the small and marginal farmers, farmer welfare and more.
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SC warns lawyers as strike on Saturdays for 35 yrs

Looking forward to UP visit: PM

The prime minister will visit the northern state on Friday. He would also inaugurate the Kisan Samman Nidhi (PM-KSN) scheme and launch the National Mission for Mudra LoanSanction and Arcade Oxygen. The scheme was announced in the Union Budget 2021-22. The scheme aims to provide credit to small and micro enterprises and micro enterprises to help them in their day-to-day operations.

Apple's Indian manufacturing hub, which produces iPhones for sale abroad, is now production-free. According to reports, the entire production line of Apple's iPhone 13, the most recent model, in the plant has been shut down due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The plant, which was previously operating at full capacity, is now only producing a limited number of units. The shutdown is expected to last for at least two months.

Apple Inc said on Thursday it had suspended manufacturing of its iPhone 13 and 13 Pro models in India following a surge in cases of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19). The company had earlier said it had resumed production in the country.
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Govt rejects opp demand for caste-based census

Assembly adjourned sine die

The Uttar Pradesh government on Friday rejected the demand of Opposition parties for a caste-based census in the state. It stated that such a census would not only be against the Constitution but also violate the fundamental rights of the people.

Leader of opposition and Samajwadi Party (SP) MLA Ram Govind Chaudhary, who had demanded the government to stage a därshā inside the Assembly if the demand for a caste-based census was not fulfilled.

"This is beyond the legislative power of the opposition to pass a resolution, Khanna said, while opposing the demand for a caste-based census.

His demands for the past 6 years were reminded by his colleagues.

"We are not against the idea of a caste-based census. The demand should have been made in the manner of the Constitution is framed in the Central list, " Khanna said.

The SP MLA had earlier said that the Cabinet was ready to work out the exact share of OBCs in the state but the united opposition of all the political parties was opposed to it.

Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath countered the opposition by saying, "The government is ready to discuss the demand of Opposition parties for a caste-based census inside the Assembly if the demand was not taken up.

The government was also ready to discuss the demand to provide reservation to OBCs on the basis of the census of 1931 but the opposition was ready to block the government's agenda.

Concluding his statement, Adityanath said, "He can wear a turban if the government to work out the exact share of OBCs in the state population.

The SP MLA, who had earlier said that the government was ready to discuss the demand for a caste-based census inside the Assembly if the demand was not taken up, was not ready to discuss the demand.

The government was also ready to discuss the demand to provide reservation to OBCs on the basis of the census of 1931 but the opposition was ready to block the government's agenda.

Concluding his statement, Adityanath said, "He can wear a turban if the government to work out the exact share of OBCs in the state population."
7-year-old girl raped, killed
3-year-old battling for life after sexual assault

The victim was targeted by two criminialaciones against clashes in Lucknow and Kanpur. A 7-year-old girl was found dead in Lucknow while a 3-year-old girl was seriously injured in Kanpur.

In Lucknow, on Friday afternoon for kidnaping, a 7-year-old girl was targeted by two criminal assassins. A 3-year-old girl was seriously injured in Kanpur.

In Lucknow, a 7-year-old girl was found dead in Lucknow while a 3-year-old girl was seriously injured in Kanpur.
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Sonia deploys 5-member team to visit riot-hit areas

Opp parties write to Prez, ask to ensure peace in Delhi

Don't teach rajdharna, but respond to crisis in peace

Shringla travels to Kabul for US-Taliban peace deal

Bhadauria says Pulwama attack a terrorist act

GSI urges caution in investment decisions

225 Maharashtrian villages vulnerable to landslides: GSI study

Myanmar president wins general election

VISHVA BHARI TEACHERS

Students assure legal help to Bangladeshi student asked to leave India

Myanmar president Win Myint won the country’s election on Sunday, securing a second term in office after wining a 2015 landslide. He was re-elected with 4,195,061 votes (77.61%), gaining 72 more seats than in the 2015 election. The opposition National League for Democracy (NLD) under Aung San Suu Kyi, his main rival, won 129 seats (22.39%) with 1,319,610 votes.
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Royal feast to promote culinary tourism

UPSRTC plans special operation for Holi

Bengal Opposition levels duplicity charges on Didi

Bengal Opposition levels duplicity charges on Didi

Election Commission to start probe into election code violation

India should act as global leader in climate change: German leader

DMK loses 2 MLA's in 2 days to death

DMK, 2 EU countries to sign agreement on Ben-Gurion University

DMK opposes Centre's decision to scrap President's rule in Jammu and Kashmir

Police register cases against 39 residents in Thane, Navi Mumbai

India says UN report over Rohingya issue fabricated

Bengal Opposition levels duplicity charges on Didi

IndiGo to hike fares for 2 weeks from Thursday

PM says CAIT plays 'very crucial' role in farmers' movement

PM Modi test drives new Indian-made fighter jet

India extends visa validity for foreigners

UPSRTC plans special operation for Holi
MVA declares 5% quota for Muslims in education

PTI

Raid on antigen facility

Rajasthan government raided a few stores of private companies on Monday. The police, supported by the cyber cell team, carried out the raid in the presence of the State Government, which had received information about the illegal sale of antigen kits.

Maha MLAs want all-party team to meet PM

Mumbai: Maharashtra Assembly speaker Nana Patole on Friday directed the State Assembly speaker Nana Patole to form a special all-party team to meet Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

SMC to SEGMENT TRANSFER OF HC JUDGE

PTI

Rajsthon: The Ahmedabad high court has ordered the state government to transfer the judge to another district.

CBI books Deepak Pandit on corruption charges

New Delhi: The CBI on Thursday registered a case against Deepak Pandit, deputy collector of special cell, and Ram Singh, former assistant director of the Crime Branch, for corruption.

Over 4.5 L ‘educated but jobless’ youths in Guj: Govt

Delhi: The Gujarat government has identified over 4.5 lakh unemployed educated youths who have not managed to find jobs in the state.

IMD: Summer to be warmer than normal

New Delhi: The India Meteorological Department (IMD) said that the summers will be warmer than normal across most parts of the country.

MVA declares 5% quota for Muslims in education

Mumbai: The MVA government on Thursday announced a 5% reservation for Muslims in educational institutions as per the guidelines of the 2014 Maharashtra announcement, senior BJP leader Anurag Thakur said.

Where was powerful HM when Delhi was burning, asks Sena

Mumbai: The Sena asked why Prime Minister Narendra Modi and the Centre failed to take any action on the HC judge who had given a go-ahead for 5 per cent reservations to Muslims in educational institutions.

Caste-Wise Census

A section of the Union government has decided to conduct a caste-wise census as soon as possible, the government sources said.
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Markets get the flu

Covid-19 has spread across the world. The fear and panic have got the better of the global economy, leading to a global recession. In the United States, the Dow Jones Industrial Average was down by over 30%, the bond market saw its worst week in over 20 years, and oil prices hit a 15-year low. The global stock market has been hit hard, and the world is facing a global recession.

The situation in Northeast India

The situation in Northeast India is very worrying. The Northeast is a region with a large number of ethnic groups and minorities. The region is also affected by political instability and ethnic conflicts. The situation in Northeast India is very complex and requires careful management.

The role of the government

The government must take action to prevent the spread of the virus. The government should implement effective measures to prevent the spread of the virus, such as lockdowns, social distancing, and masks. The government should also provide financial assistance to those affected by the pandemic. The government must also work to improve the healthcare system in the region.

The role of the media

The media must play a crucial role in informing the public about the pandemic. The media should provide accurate and timely information about the pandemic, and should also provide advice on how to prevent the spread of the virus.

The role of the public

The public must also play a role in preventing the spread of the virus. The public should practice social distancing, wash their hands regularly, and wear masks. The public should also avoid large gatherings and travel.

The conclusion

In conclusion, the situation in Northeast India is very worrying. The government must take action to prevent the spread of the virus, and the media must play a crucial role in informing the public about the pandemic. The public must also play a role in preventing the spread of the virus. The situation is complex and requires careful management.

Children not spared

Yes, we have Coronavirus outbreaks, but this pandemic is not unique. Children are at risk too. The situation in Northeast India is very worrying, as the government is not taking adequate measures to prevent the spread of the virus. The government should implement effective measures to prevent the spread of the virus, such as lockdowns, social distancing, and masks. The government should also provide financial assistance to those affected by the pandemic.

Check this mayhem

The situation in Northeast India is very worrying. The government must take action to prevent the spread of the virus. The government should implement effective measures to prevent the spread of the virus, such as lockdowns, social distancing, and masks. The government should also provide financial assistance to those affected by the pandemic.

The attitude of the tribal groups

The issue of the extension of the Central Government's provisions to the Naga is a complex one. The government must take action to prevent the spread of the virus, and the media must play a crucial role in informing the public about the pandemic. The public must also play a role in preventing the spread of the virus. The situation is complex and requires careful management.
Green accounting is the need of the hour

Though no major pacts were signed between the US and India, advancements were made in the important areas of defense, energy partnership in the Indo-Pacific
Virus anxiety triggers biggest 1-day market drop since 2011

**UN makes humanitarian exemption for Nepal**

**Tokyo Disney parks close**

**South Korea coronavirus cases pass 2,000: Authorities**

**Virus game ‘Puggle’ pulled down**

**Three-equipped Nepal has weak medical infrastructure — and has cut itself off from the outside world, closing its borders as a preventive measure in an attempt to contain the virus.**
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Syria-Turkey tension escalates
49 killed in bombing, relief operations over halfway

Halt air strikes: NATO

At Brussels on Friday, NATO members agreed to halt air strikes against Syria, of access to migrants gathered at Greece's border crossing into Europe. The move is seen as a significant step forward in the search for a peaceful solution to the conflict in the Middle East.

"We have reached a consensus on halting air strikes against Syria, as access to migrants gathered at Greece's border crossing into Europe. The move is seen as a significant step forward in the search for a peaceful solution to the conflict in the Middle East," a NATO official said.

The air strike on Syria's government forces marks the largest death toll in Syria in a single day, and it's a major escalation in a conflict that has been raging for nearly four years.

A government official said that border crossings would be reduced significantly, if not stopped altogether, as a measure to halt the spread of the new coronavirus. It borders on the couple.

"We are trying to ensure that people are protected from the disease," said the official.

NATO has announced that it will no longer pick up the security tab for individuals who break immigration laws.

"We are determined to do everything we can to protect our citizens and those of our partners," said the official.
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What the Indian team would want is one among them to get the Test call-up, but both have shown their credentials in the past and are in the mix. The selectors would want a proper no. 5 in the batting order to put in form to put in much pressure on the New Zealand pace attack, threatening to push the opposition. The visitors, in all likelihood, will have one change in the playing XI from the last Test that beat Bangladesh by 206 runs. Shami et al. would be looking to bounce back strongly after losing his first Test to New Zealand’s Tom Blundell. Shami’s underwhelming show in the Test debut, in particular, has led to some doubts about his fitness. In the first time in four years, international cricket when he is representing a Test pacer. But his coach is very confident that a ‘live or die’ moment around the corner. New Zealand (12): Kurtis Patterson (captain), Tim Southee, Trent Boult, Neil Wagner (wkt), Kyle Jamieson, Tim Seifert, Wagner, Ajaz Patel

T20 can’t survive without Test cricket: Sir Richard Hadlee

A fast bowler with 40 Test wickets to his name, Sir Richard Hadlee believes there can be no T20 cricket without Test cricket. “I don’t think the two formats can ever survive if Test cricket doesn’t exist. It’s the foundation on which the game is based. So to think about world cricket or country cricket if Test cricket doesn’t exist is like thinking of a revolution in a definition of the T20 format which I think will come,” said Hadlee.

The reports are awaited before the start of the Test.
Klopp praises Liverpool’s ‘fighting’ qualities

Olympiakos knocked Arsenal out in dying seconds

GREEK TRAGEDY

Klopp hailed his Liverpool players’ ‘fighting qualities’ as their Euro league opponents suffered a 2-1 defeat at Anfield. With the game looking like it would end in a draw, Sadio Mane sealed the win with a dramatic late goal. "It’s not the best victory we’ve had, but the most important," said manager Jurgen Klopp. "The players showed a lot of character and fight."

Celtic, Rangers, and Aberdeen face European opposition

Celtic, Rangers, and Aberdeen all face tough European opponents this week. Celtic and Rangers will both face Italian giants while Aberdeen will take on a Norwegian side. "It’s tough," said Celtic manager Ange Postecoglou. "But we have to try and make the most of it."

Santo will join Indian badminton team as single coach

Brazilian coach Bruno Sinisi Santo will take over as the single coach of the Indian national badminton team. He replaces Prakash Padukone, who was recently appointed as the joint coach.

Kane could return ahead of schedule

TOTTENHAM: Harry Kane, who was ruled out for the rest of the season due to a pelvic injury, could return earlier than expected. "We have to see how he is," said manager Jose Mourinho. "He’s been a good player for us, so we’ll see if he can come back earlier than expected."

Inter advances behind closed doors

INTER: Inter Milan booked their place in the semi-finals of the UEFA Champions League after a 3-2 win over Atalanta. "It was a tough game," said manager Antonio Conte. "But we managed to come out on top." The Italian club now face a tricky last-eight tie against Chelsea.

Defender: Man Utd play in last 16

MANCHESTER: Manchester United will face AS Roma in the last 16 of the UEFA Champions League. The Red Devils reached the last 16 after their win over Paris Saint-Germain in the Round of 16. "It’s a big moment for us," said manager Ole Gunnar Solskjaer. "We want to continue our good run and make it to the semi-finals."
The Pioneer group is expanding its umbrella of connecting with thinking minds through live talks. Called The Pioneer Agenda series, we hope to generate awareness on ideas that will shape India in 2030 and could be a template for policy-making. The first such dialogue, Exotica Tourism Summit, Exotica being the group’s travel and wellness magazine, was held at Shangri-La hotel, New Delhi on February 26. Since tourism is poised to become a major growth driver and employment generator of the economy, the day-long event had interactive sessions with Union Ministers, industry experts, travel operators, tourism boards, the hospitality sector and brand creators.

We look back to when we launched the brand in 2004. How we did it and what we stand for. It's been a journey of ups and downs, but ultimately we have achieved our vision. We have a team of dedicated employees who are passionate about what they do. We believe in creating experiences that are unique and memorable. Since our inception, we have strived to make a positive impact on the world and contribute to the greater good. At The Pioneer, we believe in working together as a team to achieve our goals. We value collaboration, innovation, and continuous improvement.

We are fortunate to have a diverse range of stakeholders who support us in our mission. Our clients, partners, and suppliers have been instrumental in our success. We are grateful for their trust and loyalty. We also acknowledge the role of government bodies, tourism boards, and industry associations who have helped us create awareness and promote tourism in India. Their support has been crucial in shaping our journey.

Despite the challenges and obstacles we have faced, we remain committed to our mission. We are dedicated to preserving the cultural heritage and natural wonders of India and offering unique experiences to our clients. We believe in making a positive impact on the world and contributing to the greater good. At The Pioneer, we are focused on innovation, collaboration, and continuous improvement.

We have a clear vision for the future. We aim to continue growing and expanding our business, while maintaining our commitment to excellence, innovation, and social responsibility. We are committed to providing our clients with the best possible experiences and ensuring their satisfaction.

In conclusion, we are proud of the progress we have made so far and are excited about the future. We welcome all those who share our vision and are committed to working together to achieve our goals. We are confident that with dedication, hard work, and collaboration, we will continue to make a positive impact on the world and contribute to the greater good.

Let's celebrate the journey and look forward to the future with confidence. Together, we can create a brighter tomorrow for all.
While ROCKY SINGH and MAYUR SHARMA spoke about their journey and building personal stories, ZORAWAR KALRA divulged that he decided his next destination on the basis of food.
EAT YOUR WAY THROUGH NEW YORK CITY'S FIVE BOURGEOISIES

From Mississippian starved eating places to hole-in-the-wall gems, we offer a range of culinary options from the trendy street eats to the classic neighborhood joints. Whether you're a small town to New York City's cultural center, you'll find a taste for every palette. This guide to the five boroughs of New York City provides everything you need to know about the best restaurants, bars, and cultural experiences in each area. Whether you're a foodie or just looking for a place to grab a quick bite, this guide has you covered.

BROOKLYN

On a Slice of Brooklyn, head to Mile End for delicious smoked meat and pastrami, or grab a bagel and lox at Russ & Daughters. For a taste of Brooklyn's rich culinary heritage, head to Katz's Delicatessen for classic New York deli fare. And don't forget to try some of the best pizza in the city at Di Fara Pizza.

BRONX

The Bronx is known for its culinary diversity, from Pakistani and Indian cuisine to Jewish delis and Italian restaurants. For classic New York Italian food, try Joe's Pizza or Lombardi's. For a taste of the city's Latin American heritage, head to La Carreta or La Palapa. And don't forget to try some of the city's best chicken wings at wings-n-things.

STATEN ISLAND

For a taste of Staten Island's Italian heritage, head to Tia Maria or The Ferry Man. For a taste of the city's Asian cuisine, try the Dim Sum King or Nan Tien. And for a taste of the city's seafood, try the Old Fish House or The Fisherman's Wharf.

MANHATTAN

Manhattan is home to some of the best restaurants in the city, from Michelin-starred fine dining to casual street food. For a taste of the city's high-end cuisine, try Eleven Madison Park or The French Laundry. For a taste of the city's street food, try the Halal Guys or Shake Shack.

QUEENS

Queens is known for its diverse culinary offerings, from Asian cuisine to Italian-American fare. For a taste of the city's Asian cuisine, try the Szechuan House or The Sushi House. For a taste of the city's Italian-American fare, try the Little Italy or the Sicilian Restaurant.

We've got India covered from 11 Gateways in Europe – more than 80 destinations in India

Wrestling advocates to tourists were greeted by a: 'Welcome to the Land of the Brave' by an American flag-flying giant.